## Toddler Lesson Plan

**Activity:** Sand, diggers and spades  
(Jack aged 4 yrs)

| Week 1 | **Comments/observations:**  
Jack uses the large diggers pushing them into the sand.  
Jack says "look going to build a big mountain". Jack  
then uses the spades to help move the sand into the  
other diggers. |
|---|---|
| Week 2 | **Comments/Observations:**  
Added diggers and small world people.  
Jack uses the digger in and out of the sand. Jack then  
places the small play figures into the sand chatting  
away to himself. |
| Week 3 | **Comments/Observations:**  
Jack adds more diggers and cars saying "going to  
build a road now". Then begins moving the sand to  
either sides. |
| Week 4 | **Comments/Observations:**  
Added more cars and trucks  
Jack now removes the diggers from the sand. He now  
has moved small figures and cars into the sand road he  
has made. |

**Summary:**

Jack has lots of imagination and uses any of the toys in an  
imaginative way. Jack was obsessed in making a road for his cars  
and trucks. He made his road by using his diggers to move the sand.  
Jack really enjoys sand play and next time I will introduce more play  
figures to help develop his imagination further.